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Exercise 1 
 
We want to write a specification of a scenario where a grandma invites a family for dinner. 
The scenario is as follows: 
 
a. Grandma invites the family. 
b. The family replies by asking when (what day) the dinner will take place. 
c. Grandma answers that it will be on Sunday. 
d. The family accepts the invitation. 
 
As a first step we will look at the family as a single entity, and not bother with the internals of 
the family. 
   
i. Write a sequence diagram “Invitation” that shows the communication between the grandma 
and the family. Use asynchronous messages to represent each step a-d above. Let the grandma 
be represented by a lifeline g:Grandma and the family by a lifeline f:Family. 
 
ii. Draw a diagram of the structured class InvitationContext that serves as a context for the 
above sequence diagram. 
 
The family contains a mum (m:Mum) and a dad (d:Dad) and is represented by a structured 
class (of type Family). Looking into the internals of the family the scenario is as follows: 
 
a. The grandma sends an “invite” message which is received by the dad. 
b. The dad replies by asking when (what day) the dinner will take place. 
c. The grandma answers that it will be on Sunday. 
d. The dad informs the mum that the family has been invited to dinner on Sunday. 
e. The mum accepts the invitation. 
 
iii. Draw sequence diagrams showing the above scenario (again using asynchronous messages 
to represent the steps a-e). 
 
4. Draw the necessary structured class diagrams serving as contexts for the sequence 
diagrams. 



Exercise 2 
 
Assume x and y are attributes of the class A, and that B is a structured class containing parts 
(properties) of type C and D. What is wrong with the following specification? 
 

MyContext

sd Scenario1

:A :B

sd Scenario1

:A :B
ref B_Scenario1

a

c

b

sd B_Scenario1

alt

[x>3]

[y<4]

sd B_Scenario1

:C :D

a

c

b

alt

[y<4]

d

e

 
 



Exercise 3 
 
i. Draw one or more structured class diagrams showing the context of each of the sequence 
diagrams Exercise, Scenario, A_Exercise and A_Scenario. 
 
ii. Complete the sequence diagrams Scenario and A_Exercise so that the four sequence 
diagrams together form a consistent specification. 
 

 


